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Amyloid Features and Neuronal Toxicity of Mature Prion
Fibrils Are Highly Sensitive to High Pressure*□
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Prion proteins (PrP) can aggregate into toxic and possibly
infectious amyloid fibrils. This particular macrostructure confers on them an extreme and still unexplained stability. To provide mechanistic insights into this self-assembly process, we
used high pressure as a thermodynamic tool for perturbing the
structure of mature amyloid fibrils that were prepared from
recombinant full-length mouse PrP. Application of high pressure led to irreversible loss of several specific amyloid features,
such as thioflavin T and 8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonate
binding, alteration of the characteristic proteinase K digestion
pattern, and a significant decrease in the ␤-sheet structure and
cytotoxicity of amyloid fibrils. Partial disaggregation of the
mature fibrils into monomeric soluble PrP was observed. The
remaining amyloid fibrils underwent a change in secondary
structure that led to morphologically different fibrils composed
of a reduced number of proto-filaments. The kinetics of these
reactions was studied by recording the pressure-induced dissociation of thioflavin T from the amyloid fibrils. Analysis of the
pressure and temperature dependence of the relaxation rates
revealed partly unstructured and hydrated kinetic transition
states and highlighted the importance of collapsing and hydrating inter- and intramolecular cavities to overcome the high free
energy barrier that stabilizes amyloid fibrils.

Amyloid fibrils are filamentous polypeptide aggregates that
are associated with devastating disorders such as Alzheimer
and Parkinson diseases, type II diabetes, and prion (proteinaceous infectious particle) diseases, including Creutzfeldt-Jakob
and mad cow disease (1, 2). There is increasing evidence that
under appropriate conditions the amyloid state is accessible
also to many other proteins that are not related to diseases,
suggesting that the amyloid state is a generic structural feature,
which might be adopted by any polypeptide chain (3– 6).
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The development of in vitro model systems together with
various biophysical and biochemical techniques (7–9) has
improved the knowledge on the physicochemical basis of amyloid formation as well as on their structural and biochemical
properties. It is now well recognized that a common property of
amyloid fibrils is the extensive stacking of intermolecular
␤-strands that are arranged perpendicularly to the fibril axis
and stabilized by a dense network of non-covalent interactions
(10 –13). These fibrils consist of a variable number and arrangement of thin assemblies called proto-filaments that give rise to
different fibril morphologies of diameters between 5 and 30
nanometers, both in in vitro preparations or in tissues (14 –22).
Fibrils and their precursors are generally cytotoxic (23, 24) and
are, thus, thought to be responsible for the neurodegeneration
that is associated with many amyloid diseases.
Yet the fundamental parameters that govern the protein
aggregation process and dictate fibril stability/clearance are not
well known. As the study of protein folding has been greatly
advanced by examining its reverse process (i.e. protein unfolding), the assessment of amyloid fibril disassembly could be valuable not only for determining the parameters that define their
formation and stability but also for designing medical/biotechnological strategies to prevent or delay the formation of protein
aggregates or to favor the clearance of amyloid deposits. Fibrils,
although very stable in vitro, can undergo a continuous “molecular recycling” (25) and are susceptible to revert to monomeric
forms in vivo upon a decrease in the levels of fresh amyloidogenic precursor (26 –29). Dissociation of amyloid fibrils can be
triggered by the addition of highly concentrated chemical denaturants such as urea or guanidinium hydrochloride or of trifluoroethanol and the use of high temperature (30 –34).
Although not as well studied, the application of elevated pressure has also been used to dissociate non-mature amyloid fibrils
and proto-fibrils of several proteins (35– 42).
We, thus, hypothesized that under high pressure mature
fibrillar PrP structures should dissociate and eventually unfold.
To prove this hypothesis, a high pressure and particularly the
pressure-jump technique (43– 46) was applied to study the activation energy parameters and structural changes involved in
mature amyloid fibril disassembly by using the recombinant
prion protein (PrP)3 as a model amyloidogenic protein. A rapid
3

The abbreviations used are: PrP, prion protein; ANS, 8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonate; ThT, thioflavin T; PK, proteinase K; MPa, megapascals.
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increase in pressure forced PrP amyloid fibrils to change irreversibly to a new, less cytotoxic state that was still partly fibrillar
but lacked the typical structural features of amyloids. The analysis of the relaxation kinetics toward this new state gave information about the reaction mechanism and the transition state
ensemble. The pressure-jump technique proved to be advantageous as 1) it does not require the introduction of a chemical
reagent into the sample, 2) pressure propagates nearly instantaneously and homogeneously through the sample, and 3) the
activation volumes of the reactions can be measured, thus providing structural (volumetric) information about the kinetic
transition state, which cannot be obtained with other experimental approaches.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification—The gene encoding
mPrP23–230 (murine full-length recombinant prion protein)
was cloned into the pET22b(⫹) vector (Invitrogen) and
expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) cells after isopropyl
thio-␤-D-galactoside induction. Recombinant PrP accumulated
as inclusion bodies. After lysis, sonication, and solubilization of
the inclusion bodies by guanidine hydrochloride, purification
of PrP was performed essentially as described previously (47)
using a nickel-Sepharose column. Refolding of the protein was
achieved on the column by heterogeneous phase renaturation
simultaneously with purification. Purified PrP was recovered in
the desired buffer by elution through a G25 desalting column.
The final protein concentration was measured by absorbance at
280 nm using an extinction coefficient of 63,495 M⫺1cm⫺1.
Purified PrP was stored lyophilized.
Formation of Amyloid Fibrils—To form amyloid fibrils, PrP
stock solutions were prepared immediately before use by resuspending lyophilized PrP in 50 mM MES, pH 6.0. The stock solution was diluted to a final protein concentration of 0.5 mg ml⫺1
with MES, pH 6.0 (final concentration, 50 mM) and guanidine
HCl (final concentration, 2 M). Fibrillation reactions were performed in 1.5-ml conical plastic tubes in a total reaction volume
of 0.6 ml at 37 °C with continuous shaking at 600 rpm using a
Titramax 100 plate shaker (Heidolph). Fibril formation was
monitored using a ThT binding assay (7). Fibrils were dialyzed
in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0.
Fluorescence Measurements under High Pressure—Fluorescence measurements were carried out using an Aminco Bowman Series 2 fluorescence-spectrophotometer (SLM Aminco)
modified to accommodate a thermostated high pressure optical
cell that allowed measurements up to 700 MPa. Dialyzed fibrils
were diluted in the same buffer to a final protein concentration
of 0.125 mg ml⫺1 and placed in 5-mm diameter quartz cuvettes
closed at the top with flexible polyethylene film that was kept in
place by a rubber O-ring. Pressure-jumps consisted of rapid
(within 30 s) changes from atmospheric pressure to a range of
final pressures of 330 – 600 MPa. The pressure was then maintained for ⬃90 min. A pressurization cycle was then completed
by decompression of the sample to atmospheric pressure.
Protein disaggregation was followed by monitoring the
changes in light-scattering intensity at 300 nm (4 nm slits). ThT
(10 M final concentration) was also used as a probe to measure
the extrinsic fluorescence. ThT fluorescence intensity was
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recorded at 482 nm (16 nm slit) and excited at 385 nm using a
4-nm slit.
After each pressure-jump the relaxation profiles of the amyloid structural reaction were fitted to double exponential
decays, according to Equation 1,
I 共 t 兲 ⫽ I 0 ⫹ A 共 1 ⫺ e ⫺kobs(1)t兲 ⫹ B共1 ⫺ e⫺kobs(2)t兲

(Eq. 1)

where I(t) and I0 are the fluorescence intensities at time t and at
time 0, A and B are the phase amplitudes, and kobs is the measured apparent rate constant at the final pressure p.
The thermodynamic apparent activation parameters ⌬H*
0
and ⌬S* were determined by fitting NAkBln(kobs/kobs
) ⫽f(1/T)
to Equation 2,
N A k B ln

冉 冊

kobs
1
⫽ ⌬S* ⫺ ⌬H*
0
T
kobs

(Eq. 2)

0
where kobs ⫽ 1/ is the observed rate, kobs
is the pre-exponential
factor for the observed rate corrected for the change in medium
viscosity due to change in pressure, NA is Avogadro’s number,
kB is the Boltzmann factor, and T is the absolute temperature in
0
kelvin. From theory, kobs
⫽ 1.33kBTcNA(1/), where c is the
molar concentration of PrP protein, and  is the medium viscosity at a given pressure (48).
The change in apparent activation volume of the kinetic tran0
sition state was determined by fitting RTln(kobs/kobs
) ⫽ ⌬G* to
Equation 3,

RTln

冉 冊

kobs
⫽ ⌬G*0 ⫹ ⌬V*P
0
kobs

(Eq. 3)

where ⌬G*0 is the apparent activation free energy change at
atmospheric pressure at a given temperature T.
Fluorescence Measurements at Atmospheric Pressure—Fluorescence measurements at atmospheric pressure were performed at 20 °C using a FluoroMax-2 fluorimeter (Jobin YvonSpex) and a 10 ⫻ 2-mm path length rectangular cuvette.
Aliquots of soluble PrP, PrP fibrils, and PrP fibrils after pressure
treatment were incubated with either 10 M ThT for 1 min or
50 M 8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) at room temperature for 10 min before monitoring the fluorescence. For
ANS spectra, excitation was at 385 nm. ThT emission spectra
were recorded after excitation at 450 nm. The excitation and
emission slits widths were 4 nm. Each emission spectrum was
the average of three scans.
Epifluorescence Microscopy—Sample preparation was carried out as described (7). Briefly, fibrils were diluted to 0.1 M
using the same buffer and stained with ThT (10 M) for 3 min.
Samples were analyzed with an inverted microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 200M). The emission was isolated from Rayleigh and
Raman-shifted light by a GFP filter, with excitation at 455– 495
nm, and emission at 505–555 nm. Digital images were acquired
using an Axiocam MRm camera (Zeiss).
Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) at Atmospheric Pressure—Infrared spectra
were measured using a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR instrument
(Bruker Optics). Both untreated and pressure-treated samples
were concentrated in 5 mM NaOAc, pD 5.0, to 1.5 mg ml⫺1
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using Nanosep centrifugal devices with a 3-kDa cutoff. For each
concentrated sample, 20 l were loaded into BioATR II cell,
and 512 scans were collected at 2 cm⫺1 resolution under constant purging with nitrogen. Average spectra were corrected for
buffer and water vapor. Absorption bands were resolved by
Fourier self-deconvolution using Lorentz parameters of 20
cm⫺1 bandwidth and a noise suppression factor of 0.3. Second
derivatives of deconvoluted spectra were calculated using
13-point Savitzky-Golay smoothing.
FTIR Spectroscopy at High Pressure—PrP fibrils were concentrated by centrifugation. The fibril pellet was washed twice
with 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, and resuspended in
the same buffer to a final protein concentration of 50 mg ml⫺1.
The in situ pressure experiments were performed with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) using barium sulfate as an internal pressure calibrant (49). The pressure was raised to 540 MPa (within
2 min), and subsequently IR spectra were acquired every 5 min.
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker IFS66 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector at a nominal resolution of 2 cm⫺1. Each
spectrum was the average of 256 interferograms. The sample
compartment was continuously purged with dry air to minimize the spectral contribution of atmospheric water.
Atomic Force Microscopy—Samples of PrP fibrils before and
after treatment with pressure were 100⫻ diluted with ultrapure
water to ⬃5 g ml⫺1. 5 l of each sample were left on a freshly
cleaved piece of mica at room temperature on the bench until
dry. To analyze all the ingredients of fibril solutions, the washing step was omitted. Atomic force microscopy imaging was
performed using a Pico LE system (Agilent Technologies). The
atomic force microscopy scanner equipped with a silicon cantilever PPP-NCH (Nanosensors) was operated in tapping mode.
Images (512 ⫻ 512 pixels) were collected at a scan rate of 1.5
lines s⫺1.
Transmission Electron Microscopy—Samples were deposited
onto Formvar carbon-coated grids, negatively stained with
freshly filtered 2% uranyl acetate, dried, and viewed in a JEOL
1200EX2 electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80
kV.
SDS-PAGE in Denaturing and Non-denaturing Conditions—
To study whether monomeric soluble PrP was present before
and after pressure treatment of PrP fibrils, samples were treated
with denaturing (60 mM Tris-HCl, 2% SDS, 5% ␤-mercaptoethanol, 2.25 M urea, heating for 15 min at 90 °C) and non-denaturing buffer (same buffer but without SDS, ␤-mercaptoethanol, and urea; no heating). 12% SDS-PAGE gels (Criterion XT
precast gel, Bio-Rad) were used for sample analysis. To estimate
the amount of soluble protein, fibrils and insoluble aggregates
were eliminated by centrifugation at 20,800 ⫻ g for 45 min.
Annealing of Fibrils and Proteinase K Digestion Assay—TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.5, and Triton X-100 were added to untreated
and pressure-treated PrP fibrils to final concentrations of 100
mM and 0.1%, respectively. Aliquots (8 l, 0.1 mg ml⫺1 of PrP)
were placed in 0.5-ml conical plastic tubes, incubated at 80 °C
for 15 min, and cooled down. Fibrils were treated with proteinase K (proteinase K to PrP ratio of 1:100) at 37 °C for 1h. Digestion was stopped by adding PMSF. Samples were heated at
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95 °C for 10 min and analyzed on 12% SDS-PAGE gels (Criterion XT precast gel, Bio-Rad) followed by silver staining.
Primary Neuronal Cells—Primary cell cultures of neurons
were derived from the cerebral cortex of 17.5 E rat embryos.
Cells were dissociated by enzymatic incubation in 0.05% trypsin-EDTA and by mechanical dissociation. Cells were resuspended in Neurobasal medium with 2% B27, 0.25% 200 mM
glutamine, 1% Glutamax, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin and
seeded to a density of 50,000 cells per dish on glass coverslips in
24-well plates previously coated with 10 g ml⫺1 poly-D-lysine.
Two days later, recombinant PrP isoforms (soluble, fibrils, or
pressure-treated fibrils) were added at a final concentration of 1
M. Separation of pressure-treated fibrils from soluble species
was performed by centrifugation at 20,800 ⫻ g for 45 min. The
pelleted fibrils, resuspended in 10 mM sodium acetate pH 5.0,
and the supernatant were added to the cultured cells at a final
concentration of 1 M protein. After 72 h of treatment, the
cytotoxic effect of each PrP conformer was analyzed by fixing
cells in 4% paraformaldehyde solution and staining with
Hoechst 33258. Apoptotic cells were identified by the characteristic nuclear bright blue fluorescence due to condensed or
fragmented chromatin. Neurons were identified with primary
mouse anti-␤-3 tubulin antibodies at 1:400 (Sigma). Secondary
antibodies were labeled with Cy3 and diluted 1:400 (Jackson
ImmunoResearch). Digital images were captured from 5 random fields for each sample (⬃500 cells total) using an Axiovert
200M Zeiss inverted microscope. Neuronal cell death was
determined by counting the bright neurons (including those
with fragmented or condensed nuclei) and expressed as a percentage of the total neuronal cell number compared with control cultures. Statistical analysis (Student’s t test) was carried
out on the results of three independent experiments.

RESULTS
Pressure-induced Amyloid Fibril Dissociation—By applying
the method (manual set up) developed by the group of
Baskakov and co-workers (7, 50), full-length mouse recombinant PrP were converted into amyloid fibrils under partially
denaturing solvent conditions (2 M guanidine HCl, pH 6.0) and
continuous shaking as described under “Experimental Procedures.” Mature amyloid fibrils were then dialyzed against 10
mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0.
To evaluate the effects of pressure on amyloid fibrils, 600
MPa (at 25 °C) was applied using the pressure-jump technique
to PrP fibrils. The light-scattering intensity substantially
decreased within ⬃80 min (Fig. 1), and the initial intensity was
not recovered upon depressurization, suggesting that pressurization led to irreversible, partial dissociation of PrP fibrils. The
amount of resolubilized PrP rescued from the fibrillar form
after the pressure treatment was about 30% that of the entire
protein sample, as judged from the absorbance at 280 nm of the
supernatants obtained after removing fibrils and insoluble
aggregates by centrifugation. In accordance with the light-scattering results, the remaining insoluble fraction appeared to be
stable, as an additional cycle of compression/decompression
did not affect the balance between aggregated and soluble
proteins.
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FIGURE 1. Pressure-induced amyloid fibril dissociation after a sudden
increase of pressure to 600 MPa. The extent of structural changes was
recorded as a decrease in light scattering intensity. The arrow denotes the
point in the kinetics when a second cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression was carried out. The temperature was 25 °C. a.u., arbitrary units.

FIGURE 2. Pressure-induced irreversible loss of ThT binding to amyloid
fibrils. A, shown are ThT fluorescence emission spectra of native monomeric
PrP protein (dashed and dotted line), untreated amyloid fibrils (solid line), and
after a cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C (dashed line).
B, shown are epifluorescence microscopy images of untreated PrP fibrils (left
panel) and after a cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C
(right panel). Fibrils were stained using ThT. a.u., arbitrary units.

Analysis of ThT and ANS Binding to Pressure-treated Amyloid Fibrils—Moreover, after a cycle of compression (90 min at
600 MPa, 25 °C) and decompression to atmospheric pressure,
the ThT fluorescence emission spectrum of amyloid fibrils was
comparable with that of native PrP (Fig. 2A), demonstrating a
complete and irreversible loss of their amyloid ThT binding
capacity. In line with this observation, after decompression,
amyloid fibrils could not be detected by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2B).
Similar results were obtained with the fluorescent dye ANS.
Indeed, ANS binding to pressure-treated fibrils resulted only in
APRIL 15, 2011 • VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15

FIGURE 3. Kinetics of the pressure-induced dissociation of ThT from the
amyloid fibrils. A, shown are residuals of the pressure-induced relaxation
kinetics after fitting the data to a single and double exponential equation.
Temperature (B) and pressure (C) dependence of the pressure-induced amyloid structural kinetics is shown. Pressure-jumps (from 0.1 to 600 MPa) were
carried out at different temperatures; 15 °C (solid line), 25 °C (long dashed line),
35 °C (short dashed line), and 45 °C (dashed and dotted line). Pressure-jumps (at
25 °C) were performed to obtain different final pressures from 10 to 600 MPa
(short and long dashed line), to 540 MPa (dashed and dotted line), to 470 MPa
(short dashed line), to 400 MPa (long dashed line), and to 330 MPa (solid line).
Insets show the pressure and temperature dependence of the observed relaxation times () calculated from the fast phase (solid circles) and from the slow
phase (open circles). Solid lines are linear fits to the data.

a minor increase of the fluorescence yield and did not show any
evidence of a blue shift in the fluorescence spectrum. Conversely, upon binding to PrP fibrils, the ANS fluorescence spectrum was enhanced and blue-shifted in comparison to the weak
fluorescence yield observed after binding to native, soluble PrP
(supplemental Fig. S1).
Pressure-jump-induced Amyloid Structural Kinetics—To
better understand the structural changes induced by pressure,
we then measured the kinetics of amyloid fibril structural
changes by monitoring ThT fluorescence after fast increases
(within 30 s) of pressure to 600 MPa. Each pressure-jump produced double exponential kinetics that consisted of a relatively
fast (relaxation time, fast ⫽ 4.2 min) and a slower decay (slow ⫽
27.8 min), each encompassing about half of the total amplitude
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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TABLE 1
Thermodynamic activation parameters
Fast phase

Slow phase

Temperature-dependent kinetics
54.4 ⫾ 2.5
⌬H* (kJ mol⫺1)
54.9 ⫾ 8.1
⌬S* (J mol⫺1 K⫺1)
⫺1
16.4 ⫾ 2.4
T⌬S*298K(kJ mol )
38.0 ⫾ 3.4
⌬G*298K (kJ mol⫺1)

48.5 ⫾ 3.3
21.4 ⫾ 0.0
6.4 ⫾ 0.0
42.1 ⫾ 3.3

Pressure-dependent kinetics
⬎⌬G*0298K (kJ mol⫺1)
⌬V* (ml mol⫺1)
⌬G*298K (kJ mol⫺1)

54.6 ⫾ 0.8
⫺23.8 ⫾ 1.8
40.3 ⫾ 1.3

48.1 ⫾ 0.8
⫺18.3 ⫾ 1.7
37.1 ⫾ 1.3

(Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 3A, fitting the data to a mono-exponential decay was not satisfactory. Because both processes were
irreversible and the amplitude of the fluorescence reduction did
not vary significantly as a function of the pressure, we assumed
that the individual rate constants for the backward reaction
(k⫺1),
k1
O
¡ Dissociated state
Amyloid state ¢
k⫺1
Reaction 1

associated to the fast and slow phases were negligibly small,
such that the relaxation time,  ⫽ (1/kobs), predominantly
reflected the inverse of the individual rate constant for the forward reaction  ⫽ (1/k1).
Temperature Dependence of the Relaxation Kinetics—The
observed pressure-induced structural reactions accelerated
when the temperature at which pressure-jumps were applied
increased from 15 to 45 °C. Within our experimental temperature range, the Arrhenius plots of the relaxation times for the
fast and slow phases were linear (Fig. 3B), with positive apparent activation energies of 72 ⫾ 3 and 64 ⫾ 8 KJ mol⫺1, respectively. These values suggest that the pressure-induced reaction
could be ascribed to a chemical transformation process (47).
Moreover, when the known contribution to binding energies of
hydrogen bonds was taken into account (51), these apparent
activation energy values pointed to significant conformational
remodeling in the kinetic transition state.
Then, the free energy barriers associated with the pressureinduced process were estimated from the temperature dependence of the observed rate constants. To this aim, the relative
contribution of apparent activation enthalpy and entropy to the
rate constants was calculated using Equation 2 (see “Experimental Procedures”).
The resulting apparent activation parameters summarized in
Table 1 showed that the pressure-induced reaction kinetics was
controlled by competition between apparent activation
enthalpy and entropy. Furthermore, the pressure-induced
structural transition involved a high energy barrier, ⌬G*, that
accounted for the strong stability of amyloid fibrils at atmospheric pressure and physiological temperature.
Pressure Dependence of the Relaxation Kinetics—We performed pressure-jumps of different magnitude within a broad
pressure range, with final pressures ranging from 330 to 600 MPa.
The resulting relaxation kinetics of the amyloid structural changes
were faster at high pressure, and the plots of relaxation times as a
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FIGURE 4. Pressure-induced partial disaggregation of amyloid fibrils into
monomeric soluble PrP. Resolubilization was followed by silver staining of
SDS-PAGE gels in denaturing and non-denaturing conditions. PrP samples
were prepared in denaturing (60 mM Tris, 2% SDS, and 5% ␤-mercaptoethanol, 2.25 M urea; heating for 15 min at 90 °C) or non-denaturing sample buffer
(no SDS/␤-mercaptoethanol/urea/heating). Under native conditions, only
non-fibrillar PrP enters the PAGE. Lane 1, PrP fibrils. Lane 2, fibrils after a cycle
of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C. SB, sample buffer.

function of pressure were linear (Fig. 3C). The thermodynamic
apparent activation parameters derived from the analysis are
shown in Table 1.
The negative apparent activation volumes, ⌬V* ⫽ ⫺18 ⫾ 2
and ⫺24 ⫾ 2 ml mol⫺1, for the fast and slow phase respectively,
indicate that the fibrils in their ground state were more voluminous than in their kinetic transition state. Although the pressure-induced conformational change of mature fibrils was
apparently prohibited by relatively large apparent activation
free energies (⌬G*), these energetic barriers were compensated
by negative contributions from ⌬V*, leading to an acceleration
of the reaction at increasing pressure.
Analysis of the Pressure-induced Structural Changes—To
assess whether the soluble fraction produced by pressure-induced reactions contained monomeric PrP, samples (i.e. native
monomeric PrP, PrP fibrils, PrP fibrils incubated at 25 °C at
atmospheric pressure for 90 min, and PrP fibrils after a cycle of
compression/decompression at 25 °C) were separated on SDSPAGE gels under denaturing and non-denaturing conditions.
Although, as expected, under denaturing conditions monomers were detected in all samples, under non-denaturing conditions a substantial amount of monomeric PrP was observed
only after pressure treatment (Fig. 4).
We then evaluated whether pressure affected the generic
physical properties of amyloid fibrils by using different procedures. First, changes in the protein secondary structure that
accompany PrP fibrillation and fibril pressurization were
assessed by FTIR spectral analysis of the amide I band (Fig. 5).
The major contribution of the soluble native protein corresponded to the ␣-helical form (1653 cm⫺1), conforming to its
structural prevalence (52). Amyloid fibrils showed strong peaks
at 1630 and 1616 cm⫺1, which are characteristic of intermolecular ␤-sheet structures, and a peak at 1662 cm⫺1 that can be
assigned to loop components with possible contributions from
␤-turns and ␣-helices. In contrast, pressure-treated samples
showed an intermediate spectrum as the relative intensity of
the band at 1630 cm⫺1 decreased and that of the 1653 cm⫺1
VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15 • APRIL 15, 2011
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FIGURE 5. Pressure-induced changes in the secondary structure of amyloid fibrils. Fourier-deconvoluted IR spectra of the amide I region of native
monomeric PrP (dashed and dotted line), untreated PrP fibrils (solid line), and
after a cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C (dashed line).

band increased, reflecting a partial loss of ␤-sheet structure
with a concomitant gain in ␣-helical structure. As we used an
attenuated total reflectance cell, which registers infrared
absorption only in the thin lowest layer of the sample, these data
concern predominantly structural features characteristic of PrP
fibrils and much less of soluble PrP. Pressurization did not,
however, lead to new spectral bands that were not present in the
original native or fibrillar forms (supplemental Fig. S2). This
was also confirmed by far UV CD analysis (results not shown).
Hence, the observed changes in the secondary structure presumably reflect the pressure-induced partial dissociation of
fibrils into soluble native PrP together with a structural reorganization of PrP subunits in fibrils.
We next measured the time course of the secondary structural changes after a pressure-jump from atmospheric pressure
to 570 MPa. In agreement with the above mentioned results, an
exponential decrease in band intensities assigned to ␤-sheet
structure was observed, indicating that fibrils under pressure
exhibit a lower content of ␤-sheet. In addition, we noticed a
concomitant increase in band intensity around 1641 cm⫺1,
indicating a conformational transition to a more disordered
structure (supplemental Fig. S3).
Then the PK digestion assay was used to assess the presence
and length of the PK-resistant core. Like untreated amyloid
fibrils, pressure-treated fibrils showed strong resistance to PK
digestion. However, their PK-digestion profile was different;
the 12- and 10-kDa bands were slightly less intense and an additional 13-kDa band was detected (Fig. 6). These differences
were further enhanced after annealing, a procedure specific for
amyloid PrP structures that induces conformational rearrangements within PrP fibrils, accompanied by an extension of the
PK-resistant core (53). Indeed, although untreated amyloid
fibrils showed a substantial extension of the PK-resistant core
and formation of a new 16-kDa PK-resistant band, consistent
with previously reported results (53), pressure-treated fibrils
were characterized by a very weak 16-kDa band, indicating a
modified capacity of the resulting PrP species to undergo
annealing. These results were consistent with the loss of structural and conformational integrity of PrP fibrils. Moreover, the
appearance of two new bands at 13 and 24 kDa of unknown
APRIL 15, 2011 • VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15

FIGURE 6. Altered digestion profile after pressure treatment of the PKresistant core of amyloid fibrils. Silver staining of an SDS-PAGE gel of
untreated and pressure-treated PrP fibrils after PK digestion is shown. The
annealing procedure involves brief heating of the sample at 80 °C in the presence of detergent.

identity suggests that the PrP aggregates that persist after the
pressure-induced transition are different from the original
fibrils in terms of tertiary and/or quaternary structure.
Finally, we investigated the macrostructure of this new pressure-induced conformer. An analysis of the fibril morphology
in the starting PrP fibril samples by transmission electron
microscopy (Fig. 7A) and atomic force microscopy (Fig. 7B)
revealed polymorphic fibrils, indicating different association/
twisting of individual filaments. After the pressure treatment,
samples displayed remarkable differences compared with
untreated amyloid fibrils; (i) the number of smaller fibrillar species and oligomers increased and (ii) the remaining fibrils
appeared thinner, and in addition apparently single filaments
were observed (supplemental Fig. S4).
Pressure Effects on Amyloid Fibril Toxicity—We then compared the neuronal cytoxicity of soluble native PrP, untreated
amyloid fibrils, and pressure-treated amyloid fibrils by
Hoechst nuclear staining of primary neuronal cells after
incubation with the different forms (Fig. 8). Soluble native
PrP caused only a minor toxic effect, whereas untreated amyloid fibrils were two times more toxic. In addition, cells clustered to form large clumps (Fig. 8A) as reported also in primary hippocampal neurons treated with fibrils (54). Pressure
treatment highly reduced the toxicity of amyloid fibrils.
Indeed, the toxicity of the pressurized sample was comparable with that of soluble native PrP (Fig. 8B). To evaluate
whether the remaining minor toxicity of the pressuretreated sample was due to soluble or aggregated species, we
separated the two fractions by centrifugation and then tested
their toxicity at a final concentration of 1 M in culture
medium. Under these conditions the residual toxicity, estimated from the percentage of neuronal cell death, was due to
both soluble (62.5%) and aggregate (37.5%) fractions.

DISCUSSION
Pressure-induced Loss of Amyloid Features—Our starting
hypothesis was that under high pressure mature fibrillar PrP
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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FIGURE 7. Macrostructure of the new pressure-induced conformer. Negative-stained transmission electron micrographs (A) and atomic force microscopy
images (B) of PrP fibrils collected before (left panels) and after a cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C. Arrowheads show small oligomers and
individual filaments.

structures should dissociate and eventually unfold. The present
results show that the pressure-induced effects on mature prion
amyloid fibrils are more complex than expected. About 30% of
amyloid fibrils became dissociated into soluble species, whereas
the remaining fibrils stayed in fibrillar form but lost some of the
amyloid-specific features.
High pressure refolding of temperature-induced ␤-sheetrich aggregates of a mammalian prion protein has been previously reported (55, 56). However, to our knowledge, none of the
␤-sheet-rich misfolded conformers was described to display
amyloid fibril structure. In line with these reported effects of
pressure on PrP aggregates, our in vitro results provide the first
evidence that under mild physicochemical conditions (ambient
temperature, absence of extraneous chemical agents) the use of
high pressure can irreversible change the PrP fibril structure
and unlock PrP from amyloid fibrils. It is, therefore, reasonable
to think that unlocking PrP from the aggregate state could also
account for the clearance process of amyloids observed in vivo
(26 –29). Because previous reports show that amyloid fibrils
prepared from full-length recombinant mammalian prion pro-
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tein are highly toxic to cultured cells and primary neurons (54)
and display infectivity (57), our results may also explain the
decreased resistance to proteolytic digestion and the reduction
of the infectivity titer of brain homogenates, processed meat,
and isolated pathogenic isoform, PrPSc (58 – 60) upon pressure
treatment. Nevertheless, caution should be taken in extrapolating these findings, as the mechanisms linking PrP structural
transformation to infectivity and neuropathological changes
characteristic of prion diseases remain enigmatic and under
debate (61).
After pressurization amyloid fibrils seem to form a new, not
yet described PrP structural species in which the fibrillar macrostructure is similar to that of the original amyloid fibrils but
the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures are significantly different, as judged from the lack of ANS (tertiary structure) and ThT binding (quaternary structure), the strong
decrease in ␤-sheet content, and relative increase of ␣-helices
(secondary structure) in comparison to untreated fibrils. The
structural changes are further confirmed by the different PK
digestion patterns of treated and untreated fibrils. Presumably,
VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15 • APRIL 15, 2011
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FIGURE 8. Pressure alters cytotoxicity of amyloid fibrils in primary neurons. A, photomicrographs of representative microscopic fields of cells stained with
Hoechst 33258 and ␤3-tubulin showing the cytotoxic effect of the different PrP isoforms: soluble monomeric protein (upper panel; Soluble), fibrils (middle
panel), and fibrils after a cycle of compression (600 MPa)/decompression at 25 °C (lower panel; P-treated fibrils). Scale bar, 20 m. Neurons were cultured for 2
days and then incubated with the different PrP isoforms (final concentration, 1 M). B, neuronal cell death quantification is shown. Each set of data is the mean
value ⫾ S.E. (in percentage) of three experiments; five independent microscopic fields were counted for each experiment. Asterisks indicate significant
differences after Student’s t test. ***, p ⬍ 0.001, untreated fibrils versus pressure-treated fibrils; untreated fibrils versus soluble protein. ns, non-significant
difference between soluble protein and pressure-treated fibrils.

as a result of pressure-induced conformational rearrangements
within the fibrillar substructure, the PrP central region (previously described as encompassing residues ⬃90 –140) (53)
adopts an altered conformation with a more tightly packed
structure that in turn may account for the modified annealing
behavior. We, thus, suggest that pressurized fibrils should be
considered as a new alternative conformation that can be
reached by a protein under certain physicochemical conditions.
Indeed, previous insight into unexplored conformational states
of the recombinant cellular PrP isoform was obtained using
APRIL 15, 2011 • VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15

high pressure (55, 56, 62– 66). The results revealed that these
PrP states are distinguished by their volumetric properties (i.e.
hydration and packing).
How to explain these pressure-induced fibril structural
changes? Due to the pressure dependence of the chemical
potential under equilibrium or micro-equilibrium conditions,
pressure influences chemical reactions that are characterized
by a net volume change (67). For proteins, these volume
changes arise from contributions of internal cavities and interactions with hydration water (68). Our findings suggest that the
JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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packing defects and hydrophobic pockets in mature PrP fibrillar structures disappear upon pressure treatment and that the
sum of the dissociated prion protein conformers and the new
fibrillar species occupy a smaller volume than the initial amyloid fibrils, in agreement with previous volumetric measurements of amyloid fibrils (35, 40, 69, 70). Moreover, several
recent reports indicate the existence in amyloid fibrils of well
defined ThT binding sites (71) that form cavities of about 8 –9 Å
in diameter. The absence of ThT fluorescence in pressurized
fibrils can be explained by the collapse of these cavities, leading
to ThT expulsion. Similarly, loss of ANS binding can be
explained by the fact that ANS binds to intramolecular hydrophobic pockets, which might disappear in the pressurized
fibrillar species.
Apparent Activation Energy Parameters—The kinetic data
on the pressure-induced amyloid structural changes obtained
with experiments performed at different temperatures and
pressures permitted us to gain insight into the kinetic transition
states of the reaction paths.
Particularly, the strong reduction in volume (⌬V* between
⫺18 and ⫺24 ml mol⫺1) suggests that the kinetic transition
state is significantly more hydrated than the initial amyloid
state. This might arise from the hydration of cavities or voids
(due to their collapse) and from the polar alignment of initially
bulk water around charged residues (electrostriction) at molecular surfaces that become exposed in the kinetic transition
state. Water is indeed expected to occupy a 15% smaller volume
when transferred from bulk to the first protein hydration shell
(72).
The kinetic transition and initial amyloid states also differ
significantly in both apparent activation enthalpy and
entropy. Several factors may contribute to the increased
apparent activation enthalpy of the kinetic transition states,
such as the disruption of atomic packing interactions and the
unfavorable energy of solvation of newly exposed surfaces.
The significant increase in entropy suggests also a transition
from a more ordered, bound structure, to a more disordered,
loose structure. The indication of partial protein unfolding
in the course of the activation process, which is suggested by
our results, is conceptually attractive as it may help to understand why otherwise stable amyloid fibrils dissociate partly
under high pressure.
Multiple Steps—The ruggedness and complexity of the amyloid energy landscape, including a wide range of different conformational stages and the multitude of available pathways,
render the interpretation of the kinetic data hypothetical. Nevertheless, the existence of two kinetic rate constants for the
pressure-induced structural changes of PrP fibrils generally
concurs with previous kinetic data revealing that ␤-amyloid
fibril association/dissociation occurs in multiple steps (3) and
could imply two different degrees of association/dissociation
between monomers and the fibril structure. However, we cannot exclude the possibility of two consecutive and dynamically
well separated processes.
The heterogeneity of amyloid fibrils is further supported by
the finding that their pressurization leads to partial dissociation
and to a new fibrillar species that does not dissociate when
subjected to a second pressurization cycle. These results can be
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interpreted by assuming that before pressure treatment two
populations of PrP fibrils coexist in the sample; that is, a “partially locked” (reversibly bound monomers) form that can be
dissociated and a “totally locked” form (irreversibly bound
monomers) that cannot be dissociated. These two conformers
are currently thought to be different states occurring during
amyloidogenesis (73–76). Yet the structural differences
between these two initial and co-existing populations of fibrils
appear to be subtle. Indeed, the apparent activation parameters
of both kinetic phases are rather similar. It is, therefore, likely
that the kinetic transition states of both phases reflect a partially
disordered or unfolded form of the amyloid fibrils. Depending
on whether the transition state was attained by pressurizing
partially locked or totally locked amyloid fibrils, it relaxes by
dissociating or by forming a new stable fibrillar conformer,
respectively.
Cytotoxicity—The issue of reversibility of amyloid formation
may be of significance in assessing ways of stopping and reversing toxic and/or infectious species for therapeutic purposes in
vivo, presuming that reversing amyloid deposition does not
result in an increased production of toxic species. Indeed,
although several reports suggest that fibrils themselves possess
toxicity (54, 77–79), oligomeric species are considered to be the
primary cytotoxic species. Here we show that pressure treatment of amyloid fibrils results in partial structural changes and
dissociation concomitantly with a strongly reduced cytotoxicity when compared with initial PrP fibrils. These data support
the finding that the aggregation state of recombinant PrP is
crucial for cytotoxicity and, even under certain physicochemical conditions, for encoding prion infectivity (57, 80, 81).
Intriguingly, the soluble fraction of the pressure-treated fibrils
accounts for almost two-thirds of its cytotoxic properties. The
structural details of this low but persisting cytotoxicity remain
to be elucidated.
A Model of the Effects of Pressure on Amyloid Fibrils—On the
basis of structural studies of PrP fibrils (82) and a single-fibril
immunoconformational study (83), PrP protofilaments can be
considered as composed of an outer and an inner layer of
␤-strands characterized by different degrees of compactness
and packing. Based on this model, the pressure-induced structural changes of mature amyloid fibrils can be schematized as
follows.
In one population of initial PrP fibrils, high pressure converts
the outer layer into a random coil conformation (supplemental
Figs. S2 and S3), whereas the inner layer remains intact (supplemental Fig. S2) (Fig. 9A). The higher susceptibility of the
␤-sheeted outer layer results from poorly optimized side-chain
packing interactions that give rise to void volumes. As pressure
is released, this structurally altered region tends to refold into
its native secondary structure, which for PrP is likely to be
␣-helical, as suggested also by the changes in the second derivatives of the FTIR spectra (supplemental Fig. S2). The unfolding
and the subsequent alternative refolding of the fibrillar outer
layer disrupt ThT and ANS binding and lead to the altered
proteolytic cleavage after PK treatment. In addition, the significant thinning of the remaining fibrils observed upon pressurization (supplemental Fig. S4) supports the hypothesis that by
suppressing intermolecular interactions between the outer
VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15 • APRIL 15, 2011
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FIGURE 9. Schematic representation of the effects of high pressure on mature PrP amyloid fibrils. We considered that each PrP proto-filament consisted
of an outer and an inner layer of ␤-strands. This diagram illustrates the proposed model of pressure-induced structural changes, which depends on the
thermodynamic state (partially locked or locked) adopted by PrP proteins in the proto-filament. A, after pressure treatment, fibrils composed of totally locked
proto-filaments convert into morphologically different fibrils characterized by an irreversible loss of several amyloid specific features. B, partially locked
proto-filaments, characterized by a lower degree of packing, disaggregate into native monomers after a pressure-induced unfolding-refolding process. Kinetic
data reveal that both pathways proceed via a mechanistically similar unfolding process that implies a disordered and hydrated kinetic transition state. Further
details are specified under “Discussion.”

␤-strands, pressure promotes lateral disassembly or untwisting
of bundles of two or more proto-filaments. The resulting new
fibrillar structures, which are insensitive to further pressure
treatment, therefore consist of well packed amyloid fibrils without structured hydrophobic or ␤-sheeted domains at the protein surface, where compounds such as ANS or ThT can bind.
In another population of initial PrP fibrils, the partial disaggregation of the sample into native PrP monomers (Fig.
9B) could be attributed to the presence of proto-filaments
that are characterized by a lower degree of packing in the
inner layer and by internal cavities and hydrophobic pockets.
Under such conditions, the PrP assembly, being highly sensitive to pressure, could easily attain new conformational
coordinates, leading to unfolded PrP that, as observed in the
present work, appears to refold into the native conformation
after pressure release.
Conclusion—This work highlights the value of studying
pressure-induced destruction of amyloid features and dissociation of prion fibrils. Further development of this approach
should allow us to gain fundamental knowledge on the solubilization and degradation mechanisms of large proteinaceous deposits and on the biological effects of prions. Moreover, because amyloid fibrils are associated with a number of
diseases, such as Alzheimer disease, type 2 diabetes, senile
amyloidosis, and dialysis-related amyloidosis, we envisage
that the ability to study pressure-induced PrP amyloid fibril
structural changes could be transferred to other specific
amyloidogenic proteins. Furthermore, the finding that presAPRIL 15, 2011 • VOLUME 286 • NUMBER 15

sure can be used to convert an amyloid to a non-amyloid
fibril conformer might be interesting for the study of proteins that are forming non-amyloid fibrils, such as lithostathine (84, 85).
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